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� Introduction

The exploitation of locality of reference in shared memorymultiprocessors is one of the most important
problems in parallel processing today� Locality can be managed in several levels� hardware� operating
system� runtime environment of the compiler� user level�

One way to exploit locality at any level is by bringing data close to the processor that references
them� Hardware does this transparently by bringing data to local caches and keeping all caches
coherent by using a cache coherence protocol ���� The operating system may perform this same
function by replicating pages close to processors� The user may do the same thing by explicitly
copying data in the parallel program� Although bus�based multiprocessors ���� �	�� and several large�
scale multiprocessors ��� make use of hardware coherent caches� software coherence implemented in
the operating system
run time system is starting to become more attractive for several reasons�

� Software protocols can a�ord to be more sophisticated than hardware protocols� They can be
debugged easier and changed easily�

� Hardware protocols start to loose the traditional advantage of speed that they had over software
protocols� because the overhead of locality management is dominated by data transfers� and not
by code execution� As processors are getting faster and faster than memories ����� the cost of
operating system code execution compared to the cost of a data transfers is getting lower� Given
the fact that both hardware and software protocols have to pay the cost of data transfer� the
portion of the protocol execution that hardware can speed up is decreasing with time�

� Protocols implemented at the operating system level manage locality transparently� just like
hardware implemented protocols� Thus� the user does not need to explicitly program locality�
nevertheless �she may supply hints to the compiler or the operating system�

� Hardware protocols have a high implementation cost� especially when large directory structures
are needed� The cost of keeping large directories in hardware� and reading
updating one or more
directory words in each processor cycle �which is typically a few nanoseconds is prohibitive for
most parallel machines�

In this paper we address locality of reference for distributed shared memory systems mostly at
the operating system and run time system levels� the use of limited hardware support is also studied
in some cases� The fundamental mechanism for exploiting locality in the operating system level is
replicating pages close to processors that frequently use them� Page replication may result to up to an
order of magnitude performance improvement� since local memory accesses are often about an order
of magnitude faster than remote memory access� Unfortunately� the existence of multiple copies of
the same page� introduces the problem of memory coherence� That is� when one processor updates
its local copy of a page� the other processors that have a copy of the same page need to be informed
of the change�

The developer of a memory coherence protocol in software has to evaluate several trade�o�s and
make a number of important decisions� In this paper we examine and evaluate four of these issues as
described below�
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��� Update�based or Invalidate�based protocols�

Suppose that shared data have been replicated to several processors� and a processor wants to update
a shared datum in its local memory� Then� all other copies of the datum need to be updated� so
that all processors have a consistent view of memory� This update can be done using one of two
mechanisms�

�a Invalidate of all copies of the page where the datum resides� except for the writer�s�
The next time a processor� besides the writer� wants to read or write a datum on that
page� it will page�fault and request a new copy�
�b Update all existing copies of the datum by sending a message to all processors that
have a copy of the page where the datum resides� The message contains the address of the
data that changed and the new value�

Invalidate�based mechanisms are generally simple and can be implemented completely in software�
That�s why most operating system protocols developed so far� use it� Their main drawback is that
the unit of invalidation is the page� If pages are large� invalidations may result in frequent page faults
and expensive page replications� Page bouncing ����� the phenomenon where a page is constantly
invalidated and replicated� is not unusual in memory coherence systems�

Update�based mechanisms are more complicated and need some hardware support to perform non�
local updates� Nevertheless only the necessary information is transferred over the network� Update�
based protocols are best suited for the producer
consumer data reference pattern� the producer
updates the common data bu�er� and the hardware sends the updates to the consumer transparently�
When the consumer will later need to access the produced data� the data will be in its local memory�
However� this mechanism is not well suited when there are multiple execution phases in which a datum
is �rst used by one subset of the processors and then by another� A processor that does not need
updates for some datum anymore will still receive them� at the cost of higher network tra�c�

The results of our experiments indicate that protocols based on updates are almost always better
than those based on invalidates �see section ����

��� Small or Large Page size�

In a memory coherent system� the unit of sharing and coherence is usually the page� Large page
sizes may increase the amount of false sharing� signi�cantly� It is much more probable to have false
sharing in a ��K page� than in a ��� byte page �or cache line� Small page sizes� on the other hand�
may increase the operating system overhead� For example� if a range of memory will eventually be
replicated to a processor� replicating it in small pages� and taking one fault for each page is rather
expensive� Small page sizes� also increase the number of TLB misses� which may also sum up to a
considerable cost� Our experiments indicate that larger pages generally result in worse performance�
The e�ect of large page size on invalidate�based protocols is very pronounced� The performance
penalty in update�based protocols increases very slowly with the page size� and sometimes� it even
decreases with the page size�

��� With a little help from the hardware� The role of hardware counters�

Hardware counters may be used to assist the system software in making informed decisions about
replicating pages� For example� several protocols �esp� the hardware ones replicate a page the �rst
time it is accessed by the processor� What we would like instead is to replicate a page only after we
make sure that the cost of the replication will be o�set by the bene�ts of replication� Thus� we would
like to replicate a page� only if we know that the processor will make frequent use of it� Bolosky ���
proposes the use of a hardware counter� that counts the number of non�local accesses to the page� as

�A page is falsely shared if it is accessed by at least two processors� at least one of which updates it� but the processors

do not access the same memory location in the page�
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an indication of the frequency of use of a page by a processor� Only after the processor has made a
speci�ed number of non�local accesses� is the page replicated locally�

Hardware counters at a small additional cost improve the performance of coherence protocols� and
provide a useful mechanism for eliminating page bouncing �see section ����

��� Can sophisticated data alignment reduce False Sharing�

The applications we use have been compiled with a traditional compiler that does not attempt to do
any sophisticated data alignment� Thus� it is possible that data with di�erent access patterns will all
end up in the same page� Such cases introduce signi�cant false sharing� If a page is falsely shared� the
memory coherence policy has no good solution� Say for example that processor P� frequently reads and
updates one memory location of some page� while processor P� frequently reads and updates another
memory location of the same page� If the page is replicated to both processors� a large number of
updates �or invalidates will travel over the communication network� If the page is replicated to one
processor only� the other will make all its operations remotely� In both cases� the memory coherence
policy has no good solution� The right solution for this case is to allocate the data that correspond
to two di�erent locations on di�erent pages� so that each page can be replicated to the processor that
accesses it� and no information will have to travel over the interconnection network�

Our experiments suggest that sophisticated data alignment is the single most important source of
performance improvement� This fact calls for a cooperation between the compiler and the operating
system to solve the false sharing problem together �see section ����

The next section provides and overview of the previous work and places our contributions in
context� Section � presents our experiments and answers to the above stated questions� Finally�
section � summarizes our results and presents our conclusions�

� Previous Work

Memory coherence is an active area of research� Several implementations of memory coherence pro�
tocols exist in shared�memory multiprocessors ���� �� �� ��� ���� A lot of work has also been done in
implementing coherent memory in message�passing multiprocessors ���� ����

Bolosky et� al ��� have compared several memory coherence policies� In a companion paper ��� he
has shown that the dominant overhead in memory coherence policies is false sharing� which can be
signi�cantly reduced by decreasing the page size�

Eggers and Katz �	� have evaluated the performance trade o�s of invalidate and update�based
cache�coherence protocols� for small scale bus�based multiprocessors that use snooping cache coherence
protocols� Her results were not conclusive towards any kind of protocols� and concluded that each
protocol outperforms the others under the appropriate conditions�

Veenstra and Fowler ���� ��� have compared invalidate and update�based cache�coherence protocols�
They conclude that for large cache lines update�based protocols are better� They also conclude that
a hybrid protocol that combines both updates and invalidates is always the best�

Our work di�ers from previous work in memory coherency protocols in several aspects�

� We take into account the e�ect of sophisticated data alignment in the performance of the
memory coherence protocol� Thus� we quantify not only the performance of memory coherence
protocols on given applications� but also how much overhead is inherent to the application� and
how much is attributed to naive data alignment decisions made by the compiler�

� We quantify the use of hardware counters for memory coherence protocols� Although some of the
e�ects of hardware counters had been quanti�ed before ����� their interaction with sophisticated
data re�alignment� and update�based policies has not been quanti�ed� Such a quanti�cation is
important to make sure that hardware counters are a generally useful hardware mechanism�
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� We quantify the relative trade o�s of update�based and invalidation�based protocols for large�
scale multiprocessors� Although� some of relevant trade o�s have been studied �	�� that study
was done in the domain of small scale hardware cache�coherent bus�based multiprocessors� We
are interested in studying the alternatives in large scale multiprocessors� that support software
coherence�

� Our study applies in virtual shared memory systems where caching and coherency is under the
operating system control �with a little help from the hardware� while most previous studies
have focused on hardware cache�coherent systems�

� Experiments

��� Experimental Environment

����� The traces

To evaluate the tradeo�s in the design of a memory coherency policy� we use trace�driven simulation�
Trace�drive simulation consists of feeding the traces �memory access patterns of an application into
a simulation that accurately simulates a memory coherence protocol� For each trace record� the
simulator�

� Examines the action it needs to perform �read or write and the address it needs to access�

� Simulates the necessary replication� invalidation� update and other actions it needs to take�

� Updates the cost metrics depending on the number and the kind of actions it took in the previous
step�

The traces we use are ���processor traces gathered from four programs� FFT� SIMPLE�WEATHER
and SPEECH ���� FFT is a fast Fourier transform� SPEECH is the lexical decoding stage of a pho�
netically based spoken language understanding system� WEATHER is an application for weather
simulation based on a grid method to solve a set of partial di�erential equations� SIMPLE models
the behavior of �uids and solves equations describing hydrodynamic behavior� The following table
describes the applications further�

Application
Length
�in million refs

working set size
�in MB

Language

FFT ���� ���� FORTRAN
SIMPLE ����� ��� FORTRAN
WEATHER ����� ��� FORTRAN
SPEECH ����� ��� Mul�T �Multilisp

����� The multiprocessor

We simulated a shared�memory multiprocessor� Each processor has a portion of the shared�memory
local to it� but it can also reference the shared�memory of the other processors� Such references are
called non�local or remote memory accesses� and are considerably more expensive than local memory
accesses� To avoid non�local memory accesses� processors may replicate a page� and map it in the
page table as local� Thus� all future accesses to this page will be local� When a processor updates
a page� the protocol can either invalidate all other existing copies� or send the update to all other
existing copies of the page� We simulate both protocols�

The parameters of the architecture we used are shown in table �� Network latency is the time
its takes for a message to do a round�trip travel in the interconnection network of the multiprocessor
system� Local memory access is the time it takes to access local memory� Remote memory read

is the time it takes to read a non�local memory location and is the sum of network latency� the
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parameter cost �in cycles
network latency 	�
local memory access �
remote memory read ���
remote memory write ��
cycles to transfer a word in replication mode �
page fault overhead ���

Table �� Architecture Overheads

local memory access� and some small additional hardware overhead� Remote memory write is the
time to do a non�local write and is set to a cost slightly higher than the local memory access� but
signi�cantly lower than the remote memory read� because write operations do not have to stall the
processor� until they are actually performed ����� In our simulated system system we assume the
existence of a �block transfer� mode like the one that exists in the BBN Butter�y family of large scale
multiprocessors ���� where pages and long messages in general are not transferred a word at a time�
so the amortized cost for each word transfer is considerably lower than the cost of a remote�memory
access� Finally� the page fault overhead is the cost of operating system code execution and it does
not include to cost of data transfer�

����� Performance Measurements

The performance criterion we used is normalized average memory access latency� This is the time it
takes to do an average memory reference� to the time it takes to do a local memory reference� So�
if the normalized average memory access cost is two� then the average memory access took twice as
much as it would have taken if all data were in the local memory� Our results report average memory
access latency for di�erent page sizes ranging from �� bytes� to �� Kbytes� Page size in the horizontal
axis of all �gures runs in units of log base � of the page size� In all our experiments we measure
the memory latency for the shared�memory operations only�y For non�shared memory operations�
memory coherency protocols are not needed as no two processors will ever change a non�shared
memory location� Thus� accesses to non�shared memory locations are not entered into averaging�
To put the performance of memory coherence protocols in perspective� our performance graphs also
include an �all local� and an �all remote� line� The later represents the performance of the protocol
that �xes all shared�memory words to a remote memory and never replicates� The former represents
the ideal case where all shared�memory words are local� and no overhead is needed to make all copies
consistent� This� of course� is not a realizable protocol� but serves as a lower bound for any policy�

Good policies should be between the two lines� Although� no policy will ever cross the lower
bound� it is very easy for a policy to cross the upper bound� This happens especially when pages are
frequently replicated� but all the words in the page are not accessed frequently enough to o�set the
cost of replication�

��� Updates versus Invalidates

We simulated update�based and invalidation�based protocols� The simplest update�based protocol
�called UPT works as follows�

� Suppose processor P wants to read memory location M � If P has a local copy of the page that
contains M � it just reads M � Otherwise� it replicates the page that contains M locally� Once a
replication is made� P keeps the page that contains M locally forever�

yShared�memory is a region of memory known to the compiler and the operating system�
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� When processor P wants to write memory location M � If P has a local copy of the page that
contains M � it performs a local write and sends the updated value to all processors that have a
copy of the page� The write operation returns as soon as the local write operation completes�
and does not wait for all copies to be updated �rst� If P does not have a local copy of the page�
it maps the page remotely� and sends the update to the remote page�

The simplest invalidate�based policy �called INV works as follows�

� Suppose processor P wants to read memory location M � If P has a local copy of the page that
contains M � it just reads M � Otherwise� it replicates the page that contains M locally�

� When processor P wants to write memory locationM � P �rst invalidates all replicas of the page
that contains M that may exist� and then performs the write on M �

One major performance problem with INV� is that is may lead to page bouncing� Because each
update operation invalidates all other copies� the next read operation �by a di�erent processor than
the writer will fault� and a new copy of the page will be replicated� If di�erent processors frequently
read and write the same page �but not necessarily the same memory location� then each read access
that follows an update by another processors will result in a page fault and a page replication� For
a page size of �Kbytes� this overhead may sum up to something more than ���� cycles� Paying a
cost of ���� cycles ���� words � � cycles
word � ��� cycles OS overhead for just a read operation
seems intolerable� especially given the fact that remote read operations cost ��� cycles� which is an
order of magnitude lower� Thus� we augmented the INV policy with a freezing �called INV�FREEZ
mechanism�

When a processor faults on a read access� it checks to see if the page was recently invali�
dated� In this case� the page is declared frozen� and will not be replicated again�

If the page was recently invalidated� then �according to the principle of locality it will probably
be invalidated in the near future� Thus� a page replication will probably not o�set its cost� as it will
probably be followed by a page invalidation�

To adapt to changing reference patterns frozen pages are defrost periodically�
Figures ��� present the results of executing the above memory coherence protocols on the described

traces�
Fig� � presents the performance of the protocols for FFT� and the �all local� and �all remote�

lines which demonstrate the performance of the FFT application when all shared data are local and
all shared data are remote respectively� We see that nearly all protocols perform very bad� They all
perform close to� or much worse than the �all remote� case� This may sound surprising� as the worst be�
havior that one would expect from a caching policy� is the one where no data are local� Unfortunately�
this is not so� Memory coherence policies incur a high cost at each replication
migration
invalidation
operation� All policies stride to reduce this cost� and maximize the bene�ts of a page replication� or
similar operation� If� for example� a ��K page is replicated� but the processor is going to access only
a few elements of the page� then that was a wrong decision� whose cost has already been paid� but
whose bene�t will never be realized�

The rest of the applications are described in �gures ���� We see that almost all behave in a similar
manner� The INV policy is consistently the worst �at least for large page sizes� The cost of accessing
shared memory for the INV policy increases linearly �or superlinearly with page size� This can be
attributed to the following e�ects�

�� Large page sizes may increase the number of falsely shared locations� which may increase the
number of read accesses that fault on a recently invalidated page� which increases the number
of times a page is replicated �unless we use freezing�

�� Even when the number of read accesses that follow a write access does not increase with the
page size� the cost of replicating a page for each of these accesses increases linearly with the
page size�
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If just the second of the above factors occurred� then the increase in the cost of memory access would
be due to the increase in the cost of replication� which is linear to the page size� If both of the above
factors occur� system software has to replicate larger pages� more often� which results in a superlinear
increase of the memory access cost�

The performance of the INV�FREEZ policy veri�es that it is the excessive page replication which is
the main source of overhead for the INV policy� Indeed� when pages are frozen in remote memory� the
cost of INV�FREEZ does not increase with page size� but� unfortunately� it is close to the �all remote�
case� The UPT policy is almost always better than the INV policy� because it avoids page bouncing�
It is� however� close to INV�FREEZ� because its does not have a mechanism to avoid sending updates
to processors that do not need them any more� INV and INV�FREEZ avoid tra�c to processors that
do not use pages any more� by invalidating the unused pages on the �rst write�

��� The e�ect of hardware counters

All the previously studied policies were eager to replicate a page on the �rst access� There are at least
two reasons behind this choice�

� It is easy to make a decision the �rst time the page is encountered� rather than delegate the
decision for later�

� A page can be replicated only when the processor runs operating system code� This code runs
as a result of a page fault� If the page is not replicated during the service of the fault� the system
has two choices�

� Map the page remotely� the page table indicates that the page is remote� and all future
accesses to the page are remote� This solution may lead to having a page mapped remotely
for too long�

� Do not map the page� the next access to the page will create a new page fault and the
system will again have the opportunity� to replicate the page or not� This choice may
result in a large number of page�faults before each page is replicated� which may result in
a signi�cant operating system overhead�

Bolosky et� al ��� have proposed the use of hardware counters� that count accesses to remotely
mapped pages� The counter starts from a given value� and when it reaches zero� it sends an interrupt
to the operating system� The operating system as a response to the interrupt� replicates the page and
maps it locally� In this way� the operating system uses past reference history as an indication of the
future reference history� assuming that an application which has made several accesses to a page� will
probably make more accesses to it in the near future� so it is worthwhile replicating the page locally�
We have adapted all previously described policies to include this optimization� When the application
faults for the �rst time on a page� the operating system sets a counter to one eighth of the size of
the page �in bytes� Each time the application access the page� the counter is decremented� When
the counter reaches zero� it sends an interrupt� which gives control to the operating system� which
replicates the page locally�

Figures ��� show the performance of memory coherence protocols both with and without the
hardware counter� Protocols that have a �DEL su�x are the same as their counterparts that do not
have the su�x� except for their use of the hardware counter to e�ectively DELay page replication�
We generally see that the hardware counter is a good idea� The policies that are augmented with
the hardware counter perform much better than their counterparts that do not make use of it� The
most spectacular improvement is to the INV policy� For example� in �gure �� for ��K page size� the
memory access cost for the SPEECH application� running under the INV protocol is about ����� The
same protocol augmented with the hardware counter results in memory access cost of about ��� These
experiments show that hardware counters are especially helpful in bounding the worst performance
of the INV policy� Thus� hardware counters can be used as a mechanism to control page bouncing�
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The bene�ts of hardware counters are even more pronounced in SIMPLEX ��gure � andWEATHER
��gure �� For those applications� hardware counters� not only bound the worst case behavior of INV�
but make INV and UPT attractive as memory coherence protocols� Indeed� �gures � and � show that
the performance of INV�DEL and UPT�DEL are somewhere between �all local� and �all remote��
Thus� INV�DEL and UPT�DEL are protocols that can be used for e�ective locality management in
shared�memory multiprocessors� They replicate pages transparently� resulting in a low memory access
cost �half of the �all remote� protocol�

��� The e�ect of optimal data alignment

Our experiments so far have focused on the performance of a memory coherence protocol on a �xed
stream of virtual addresses� Thus� we have quanti�ed what the operating system alone can do to
manage locality by replicating pages� We have shown that a signi�cant obstacle in managing locality
is false sharing� which results in a large number of page invalidations� and
or a large number of
updates travelling through the interconnection network� Memory coherence policies cannot eliminate
false sharing by themselves� The only way to eliminate false sharing is to change the assignment of
data to pages� so that data referenced by di�erent processors end up in di�erent pages� The assignment
of data to pages can be changed by the user and the compiler�

In this set of experiments� we evaluate the e�ect of sophisticated data alignment to the performance
of the memory coherence protocols for various page sizes and examine if it is worthwhile to dedicate
compile and programmer time to improve data alignment and through it� the performance of the
memory coherence protocol�

To answer these questions� we have implemented a data re�alignment policy� that allocates data
to pages� so as to reduce false sharing� Our policy is o��line and given a trace� it reorganizes the
mapping of data to pages� The data re�alignment policy works as follows�

�� It reads one million memory accesses from the input trace�

�� For the most recently read set of references� it marks all pages referenced�

�� For each page referenced it determines if it may be falsely shared� that is� accessed by more than
one processor� and written by at least one processor�

�� For each page that could be falsely shared� it examines each memory location of the page� If
the location is accessed by one processor �say A only� the location is reassigned to a page that
has not been used before� and contains reassigned locations accessed by A only� If the location
is accessed by more than one processor� then it is truly shared and we do not reassign it�

�� If there are are more references in the input� go to the �rst step�

Our algorithm is not the best possible for data re�alignment� It is simple enough however� to
demonstrate if data re�alignment is an e�ective way to improve the performance of memory coherence
policies� We repeated our trace�driven simulations� after passing the traces through the data re�
alignment module�

Figure 	 shows the memory access cost of the FFT application running on top of several memory
coherence policies� using traces with re�aligned data� The �rst thing we notice is that the performance
of all policies is remarkably better than that in our previous experiments� For example� the memory
access cost for UPT�DEL and INV�DEL for page sizes of �K is close to ��� when data re�alignment is
used� Figure � suggests that the cost for the same policies without data re�alignment is close to ���

Figure 	 suggests that almost all policies� for most page sizes are in the acceptable range between
�all local� and �all remote�� The policies that perform best� are the UPT�DEL and INV�DEL� which
are the �vanilla� policies augmented with the hardware counter�

Both freezing policies �INV�FREEZ� INV�FREEZ�DEL perform close to the �all remote� line�
Even though page freezing is generally a good idea� �as �gures ��� suggest that it is very weak
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Figure ��� SPEECH with data re�alignment
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when coupled with data re�alignment� This is because the main advantage of freezing policies� namely
reduction in the e�ects of false sharing does not exist anymore� since there is almost no false sharing�

SPEECH in �gure �� has a similar behavior to FFT� When the page size is small all policies� with
the exception of the freezing policies� perform well� When the page size gets larger than �K� UPT�
UPT�DEL and INV�DEL are the ones that perform well�

SIMPLE in �gure �� behaves similarly� UPT�DEL and INV�DEL are the best policies� In this
�gure we can easily notice that the behavior of these policies is not very good for small pages sizes
�around ��� bytes� gets better at medium pages sizes ����K and then gets worse again for large page
sizes� The reason that they do not perform very well for small page sizes� is that they su�er from high
operating system overhead� Large page sizes imply fewer page faults to transfer a page� and therefore
less system overhead� WEATHER ��gure �� is no exception� as in the previous cases� INV�DEL and
UPT�DEL perform the best�

Summarizing� our experimentation with data�alignment suggests that data re�alignment results in
signi�cant performance improvement for all memory coherence protocols�

� Conclusions

In this paper we considered several factors in the design of memory coherence protocols� We studied
the e�ectiveness of update�based protocols� of invalidate�based protocols� of freezing mechanisms to
avoid page�bouncing� of hardware counters to support delayed replication� and of data re�allocation
to reduce false sharing�

Based on our simulation results we conclude�

� Data re�alignment� is the largest single factor of performance improvement� This result calls
for a cooperation between the operating�system and the compiler to exploit locality together�
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The operating system alone� even when assisted by hardware mechanisms is not able to exploit
locality e�ectively on an application that has a naive data alignment� On the other hand� the
compiler by itself does not know when to replicate data� as this decision depends on the dynamic
execution of the application� However� the compiler may have lots of information about the data
access patterns of the applications� and place data with di�erent reference patterns on di�erent
pages�

Our simulations indicate that the performance improvement that data re�alignment can result in
two orders of magnitude of performance improvement for simple invalidate�based policies� and
up to an order of magnitude of performance improvement for update�based policies �contrast
�gures � and 	�

� Hardware counters that support delayed replication are always useful� Hardware counters are
very e�ective in reducing page bouncing� When coupled with data alignment� hardware counters
result in the best performance we observed�

� Update�based protocols are almost always better than invalidate�based protocols� but the di�erence
between the two is small for the cases of good data re�alignment� The reason is that for the large
page sizes we simulated� it is always better to send the a new value� rather than to invalidate a
page� and replicate it on the next access� The very few cases where invalidate�based protocols
were better� happened at small page sizes �less than �� words� which is in agreement with
previous results �	��

� Although freezing mechanisms seem to help� they provide no advantage when combined with �or
when compared to� data re�alignment� or hardware counters� In the absence of hardware support�
freezing can be used to reduce excessive replication and updates� Freezing� however� does not
cooperate well with other mechanisms like the hardware counters� and the data re�alignment�

��



The reason is that freezing is too eager to freeze a page� to avoid false sharing� Although this
eagerness is good when there is lots of false sharing going on� it is de�nitely a bad idea when
there is almost no false sharing�

In conclusion� our results indicate that locality management is a global system issue and that all
system levels should cooperate to exploit� The compiler should perform sophisticated data alignment�
the operating system should perform memory caching and coherence� while the hardware should assist
the operating system in avoiding unecessary data movement�
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A Analytical Figures

In this appendix we provide detailed measurements of our simulations of the INV and UPT policies
and their performance when helped by hardware counters and data re�alignment� Each table has �
major columns�

� policy� this is the protocol simulated�

� page� this is the log �base two of the page size in bytes� The page sizes simulated are ��� bytes
to ��Kbytes�

� latency overhead� This is the average overhead �in cycles for each memory operation� This
overhead is further divided into�

� local� cost of local accesses

� remote� cost of remote accesses

� repl�� cost of replication

� multicasts� cost of sending update packets

� os ovhead� operating system overhead �excluding data transfers

� network tra�c� This is the number of network packets �address � datum generated by each
protocol� This tra�c is further divided into�

� repl�� tra�c due to page replication

� remote� tra�c due to remote memory accesses

� multicasts� cost of sending update packets

� mls� This is the replication factor of each page that is replicated to more than one processor�
We count it only for update�based policies� in order to get a feeling of how many update packets
each store operation needs to generate�

A�� Plain protocols

Tables ��� show the various statistics for the experiments described in �gures ����
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A�� Protocols with delayed replication

Tables ��	 show the various statistics for the experiments described in gures ����
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Table ��� SPEECH with data re�alignment
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